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The tidal wave generated by the cataclysmic strike of the
Fiery Mountain sent a third of Adlatum to a watery death.
Intended by the gods or not, it changed the course of history
on this distant shore.
Over four centuries later, new powers have arisen. Some
claim to be the promise of security, others the force for
freedom, and others the gods themselves. The true gods of
Krynn have only just returned from a forty-year absence, and
war is breaking out across the land.
The ancient Volumes of the Prophet contained the secrets of
this continent’s future, but those mythic tomes are lost. With
the future unknown, souls from all over Adlatum are maneuvering themselves to grab at destiny... or simply survival.
The continent of Adlatum offers a new land to be explored
and discovered on the world of Krynn. New nations. New
faiths. New races. New conflicts.
The Adlatum Campaign Setting is set on a new continent in
the world of Dragonlance. New legends and myths are ready
to unfold, and players are able to make them their own.
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Forewords
ear Fellow Dragonlancers,

Back in June of 2005, I was introduced to a project that
had been started back in late August of 2002. This project
was of what was then termed “Krynn’s third continent,
Adlatum”. I was excited to start trying things out that I had
never done, nation building, race building, and other things
involved with the continent. At the time, Sean Macdonald
and Joe Mashuga were the only two that were involved
primarily with the project, while most other members were
deeply involved in doing things for Sovereign Press.
We went along with the project fine for a while, but by
January of 2006, Sean would no longer be able to head up
the project, and I took it over on top of the Lexicon project.
The first thing we did was bring in a new cast of people to
overhaul the project. Bret and Joy Sheeley, Chuck Martinell,
and Neil Klopsch to name a few. The project really began to
take shape, and we were off and running again. So much so,
that we thought by the fall of 2007 we would be able to get
a PDF out for the fans, but this proved to be unfounded.
Bret became the driving force behind the project, and I
gladly gave it over to his capable hands to head it up. I was
so glad to see that the project had gone from being inactive,
to a group of people who had great ideas for this new
continent on Krynn. Most of the time, we attempted to stay
along the lines of the original creators, but as with most
projects taken over by others, the continent changed from
the original ideas.
I am hoping that people enjoy this Adlatum Campaign
Setting, as much as we had putting it together. I would like
to thank the founding members of the project: Trampas,
Cam, Sean, Richard Connery, and Terry Doetzel. You all
gave us the tools to start with, to finally bring Adlatum to
the fans.
Ben Jacobson

March, 2008

O

ver a year and a half ago during a Dragonlance
roleplay session I was DMing, my wife’s character
had a magical mishap. This was nothing new. The
character was a kender wizard from the Fourth Age after
all, and since characters like that were not supposed to
exist (and for good reason), mishaps were common. Nothing
serious was going on adventure-wise at the time, and stuff
like that made the game fun.
This mishap occurred during a teleport, and to liven
things up, I made the group’s destination completely
random. I estimated distance and direction off of die rolls,
and her character ended up far far far off to Ansalon’s
northwest.
I sighed. I knew there was a third continent in that
direction. It said so in the Map Pouches. So I hopped onto
the Nexus and the Dragonlance Forums to get some details
on this Adlatum place. Even though I was initially put off
at having to learn about someplace new in so short a time,
I came to like the idea of going somewhere off-Ansalon.
Taladas, however, was in the other direction. Go fig.
After asking on the boards for the status of Adlatum,
I found out it was still in development. There was a lot
done already, but there was more than plenty of stuff left
to do. Ben inquired if I would be interested in helping out.
After getting some backstory, I started to fall in love with
the land. I agreed and began tossing in some ideas for the
Midland Guard.
I found my little corner to come up with ideas while
trying to stay within the flavor of the notes and write-ups
written by the original Adlatum staff. Other very talented
people (Sean, Joe, Chuck, Neil, Ben, and more) had already
been developing some pretty darn good stuff, and I was
hoping I wasn’t mucking things up too badly. I was also
appreciative for my wife, Joy, who on occasion would spend
time to create images for the setting.
Momentum for the project turned away from
individual Nexus entries a year ago, and efforts to put
together a PDF Sourcebook went full-force. Each of
everyone’s corners kept their own flavor, and yet everything
slowly began to knit-together into a much larger picture as
efforts unified.
A lot of us have been working through most of our
formerly-known-as “free hours” to push this project to its
completion. It is through the Herculean effort of that group
of talented people I mentioned, in addition to the original
creative staff and the rest of the Whitestone Council, that
made this book reality. I really hope you enjoy the fruits of
their labor.
Enjoy, for the War of the Prophet has only just begun.
Bret Sheeley

March, 2008

P.S. The kender escaped. We’ll get her next time.

H

Introduction

ow shall I leave my people without a stirring
of sorrow within my breast? The foreknowledge
brought through the gift of the prophet has been
a saving grace to the survival of our people, yet I cannot
withdraw from those that remain without a burden and an
ache. How I wish that the voices, of those just outside the
walls, could carry the unlucky souls that give those voices
wings.”
Salindar Fe Larsandar
Circa 3450 PD

The world of Krynn has largely treated the continent
of Ansalon as its center stage. When one thinks of
Krynn they usually imagine Solamnic Knights, Wizards
of High Sorcery, curious kender, bumbling gnomes and
xenophobic elves. Yet the planet of Krynn holds more
than one large land mass. Along with Ansalon there are
such locations as the wild continent Taladas with its
powerful Minotaur League, industrious and competent
thinker gnomes, withdrawn and sullen Marak Kender and
a plethora of other racial and organizational differences.
There is the subterranean land of Chorane, the Isle of
Selasia and the Dragon Isles each with a unique set of
races and monsters. Yet so little is known about these
lands. Other than Taladas, none of the lands of Ansalon
could match the size or majesty of the continent of
Ansalon.
Until now.
Adlatum, the mysterious third continent of Krynn has
been unexplored for centuries. Its existence only heard of
in rumors, its tales untold waiting for a chance to unfold
to a willing audience. From the cold and callous reaches of
the noble ogres to the untamed southern jungles Adlatum
sets itself apart from both Ansalon and Taladas. It is a land
of exploration and intrigue where the gods have taken a
personal interest in the people, where the touch of the
fabled gray gemstone endowed the dragons of Adlatum
with abilities beyond those of their brethren across the
sea, and the races of Krynn have experienced cultural and
physical changes that differentiate them from the other
lands of the world.
A central theme of the continent of Ansalon is
that of destiny and who holds the reigns. The legend
of the Prophet who supplied the folk of Adlatum with
miraculous Volumes from which they could study the
past, the present, and even divine the future of their own
race is known to the learned people of Adlatum. Was
it the Volumes of the Prophet that brought about the
Drowning that slew hundreds of thousands of people, or
was it the actions of the warring races that called down

Volumes of the Prophet
the wrath of the gods? Was it the divined prophecies that
drove the elves to the sea or was it the choice of the elven
king that sent them into the waters of Adlatum? Now that
the Volumes have been lost those questions may never be
answered.
For as many differences Adlatum displays from other
lands in its history and its people it is still closely tied to
the world of Krynn. At their core, minotaurs are forever
honorable, kender are curious and fearless, ogres are
cruel and devious, dwarves are industrious, and gnomes
are eternally tinkering. The wrath of the Cataclysm was
felt around the world. The destruction of Chaos was not
limited to the shores of Ansalon. The Age of Mortals and
the War of Souls was experienced on every land of Krynn.
Yet each culture of Krynn experienced these events and
dealt with them in their own way, viewed through their
own actions and based on their own experiences.
Hopefully the writings gathered together here piece
by piece will assist you in familiarizing yourself with the
prominent, people, places and storylines of Krynn’s third
continent.
Happy Wanderings.

